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k[v(x) 2 v(y)]2l 5 CHux 2 yu2H, (1.1)
A new hierarchical method for the Monte Carlo simulation of

random fields called the Fourier–wavelet method is developed and where 0 , H , 1 is the Hurst exponent and k?l denotes
applied to isotropic Gaussian random fields with power law spectral the expected value.
density functions. This technique is based upon the orthogonal Here we develop a new Monte Carlo method based upon
decomposition of the Fourier stochastic integral representation of

a wavelet expansion of the Fourier space representation ofthe field using wavelets. The Meyer wavelet is used here because
the fractal random fields in (1.1). This method is capableits rapid decay properties allow for a very compact representation

of the field. The Fourier–wavelet method is shown to be straightfor- of generating a velocity field with the Kolmogoroff spec-
ward to implement, given the nature of the necessary precomputa- trum (H 5 Ad in (1.1)) over many (10 to 15) decades of
tions and the run-time calculations, and yields comparable results scaling behavior comparable to the physical space multi-
with scaling behavior over as many decades as the physical space

wavelet algorithm developed by two of the authors in re-multiwavelet methods developed recently by two of the authors.
cent work [5–7]. However, since the Fourier–waveletHowever, the Fourier–wavelet method developed here is more flex-

ible and, in particular, applies to anisotropic spectra generated method developed below is a spectral method, it is much
through solutions of differential equations. Simulation results using more flexible for generating random fields with anisotropic
this new technique and the well-known nonhierarchical simulation spectra and, in particular, spectra generated through the
technique, the randomization method, are given and compared for

solutions of partial differential equations.both a simple shear layer model problem as well as a two-dimen-
A wide variety of computational approaches have beensional isotropic Gaussian random field. The Fourier–wavelet

method results are more accurate for statistical quantities de- used to generate fractal random fields. Some of these algo-
pending on moments higher than order 2, in addition to showing rithms involve hierarchical methods [4–7] while others uti-
a quite smooth decay to zero on the scales smaller than the scaling lize nonhierarchical methods [8–12] with varying degrees
regime when compared with the randomization method results. The

of success. Hierarchical methods involve the decomposi-only situation in which the nonhierarchical randomization method
tion of a random field into distinct characteristic scales.is more computationally efficient occurs when no more than four

decades of scaling behavior are needed and the statistical quantities Because of the relatively compact nature of this type of
of interest depend only on second moments. Q 1997 Academic Press representation, hierarchical methods are particularly at-

tractive for simulating random fields with large regimes of
scaling behavior. The nonhierarchical methods, such as the

1. INTRODUCTION randomization method [8] and its variants [9], as well as the
moving average method [10, 11], typically require strongThe generation of random velocity fields which are frac-
bandwidth limitations in the spectrum and only producetal and self-similar over many scales by accurate and effi-
a small number of decades of scaling behavior. One com-cient Monte Carlo methods is an important and challenging
monly used hierarchical simulation technique, successiveproblem in a wide variety of applications including turbu-
random addition [4, 13], was recently shown in [14] to belent diffusion in the environment [1], solute transport in
inconsistent with a stationary random field. Recently, twogroundwater [2], and random topography in statistical
of the authors have introduced, validated, and used a newphysics [3, 4]. In the simplest context of a zero mean sta-
hierarchical method based upon a multiwavelet expansiontionary scalar Gaussian random field v(x) in one dimen-
(MWE) of the moving average stochastic integral represen-sion, these fractal fields are completely characterized by
tation to generate fractal random fields as well as passivethe mean
scalar advection with such fields [5–7, 10]. Even though
the MWE technique is limited to random fields with power

kv(x)l 5 0 law spectra, it provides for the accurate generation of fields
with an excess of 12 decades of scaling behavior. Below
we will introduce the Fourier–wavelet method which isand the structure function
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based upon a wavelet expansion of the Fourier stochastic 2. DEVELOPMENT OF THE
FOURIER–WAVELET METHODintegral representation of a homogeneous Gaussian ran-

dom field. The Fourier–wavelet method has a simpler form
In this section we develop the Fourier–wavelet method.than the MWE method and can be applied to a wider

We begin by recalling the general theory of random fieldsvariety of physical problems since the Fourier–wavelet
in one dimension and using this theory to develop ourmethod can be applied to general spectra. Further discus-
method in full generality. Then we discuss the choice ofsion of the differences between the MWE approach and the
basis for an accurate, sparse approximation of the field.Fourier–wavelet method is given at the end of Section 2.
Finally, we detail a simple technique for implementing thisWe now give an outline of the remaining portion of this
method and analyze the errors involved. In this section wepaper. Section 2 begins with a brief description of the
restrict ourselves to one-dimensional fields, taking up thestochastic integral representation of a homogeneous
subject of two-dimensional fields in Section 3. For a rigor-Gaussian random field and a brief review of wavelet theory
ous generalization of such one-dimensional results toprior to actually giving the theoretical Fourier–wavelet
higher dimensional fields, we refer the reader to earlierrepresentation of the field as a double summation over the
work of two of the authors in [6, 15].product of Gaussian weights and deterministic physical

The description of the general structure begins with aspace ‘‘kernels.’’ The Meyer wavelet and its Fourier trans-
brief review of the theory of Gaussian random functionsform are then rigorously shown to have the appropriate
and their representation and continues by introducing theproperties in order to ensure that the terms in the Fourier–
necessary wavelet theory used to change the spectral repre-wavelet representation of the field decay to a high polyno-
sentation to the Fourier–wavelet representation. We thenmial order. Given this rather rapid convergence, the effect
turn to truncation of the Fourier–wavelet representationof the truncation of the doubly infinite sum in the Fourier–
to produce an efficient, hierarchical method for generatingwavelet representation to give the simulation method is
one-dimensional random fields. Finally, we discuss our se-shown to be rather small. Section 2 closes with a discussion
lection of the Meyer wavelet as an efficient choice for theof some theoretical implementation issues including the
Fourier–wavelet method.efficient generation of the needed Gaussian weights and

In our discussion of the implementation of the method,the interpolations required to evaluate the deterministic
we consider several key issues relating to the efficiency‘‘kernels’’ at values other than those precomputed using
and accuracy of the method. Simulation of the randoma fast Fourier transform.
field occurs in two phases, a precomputation phase andThe purpose of Section 3 is to give some simulation
a run-time phase. In the precomputation phase, a collec-results using the Fourier–wavelet method and make com-
tion of kernels is computed using the discrete Fourierparisons with both analytic formulas and simulation results
transform. For this procedure, we analyze the effects ofusing a popular nonhierarchical method, the randomiza-
aliasing and interpolation on the accuracy of thesetion method [8]. Section 3 begins with a discussion of the
kernels. In the run-time phase, the kernels are eval-simple shear layer model problem and the exactly solvable
uated at several points and summed with random weights.statistical quantities that will be used as benchmarks for
For the computation of the random weights, we describethe Monte Carlo simulations. Simulation results from the
a procedure which is adapted to sparse summationsFourier–wavelet method and randomization method are
of the kind that occur in the Fourier–waveletthen given and compared. It is seen that the Fourier–
method.wavelet method gives more accurate results for statistics

depending on higher than second-order moments, as well
as showing a smoother decay to zero on the scales below 2.1. General Structure of the Fourier–Wavelet Method
the scaling regime than the randomization method. How-

In preparation to discuss our method, we now reviewever, it is shown that the randomization method is more
the basic theory of homogeneous Gaussian random func-computationally efficient if only four or five decades of
tions on the real line. Our method extends to two andscaling behavior are desired and if the statistical quantities
three dimensions by using the plane-wave constructionof interest depend only on second moments. Section 3
which was devised in [15] and implemented in conjunctionconcludes with a discussion of the simulation of a two-
with the multiwavelet method in [6].dimensional isotropic Gaussian random field. These results

point out the necessity of the use of an ‘‘on demand’’
random number generator in order to make practical use

2.1.1. Introduction to Gaussian Random Fields
of the Fourier–wavelet method, as well as the fact that
trends observed in the simple shear layer simulations also Recall that a homogeneous, Gaussian, random function

v(x) with mean 0 is completely characterized by its mo-hold in the simulations with two-dimensional random
fields. ment equations
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kv(x)l 5 0 where dm,n is the Kronecker delta. Given any orthonormal
basis hfmum 5 1, 2, ...j and any independent, identicallykv(x 1 x9)v(x9)l 5 R(x) (2.1)
distributed Gaussian sequence hcmum 5 1, 2, ...j with mean
0 and variance 1, it is easily verified that5 E1y

2y
e2i2fkx E(k) dk.

dW(k) 5 Oy
m51

cmfm(k) dk (2.6)Here R(x) and E(k) are the covariance and spectrum of
the random field v(x).

We now describe the spectral representation and the
satisfies (2.4) so that it is a representation of white noisemoving average representation of a one-dimensional, ho-
(see [5], for example).mogeneous Gaussian random field v(x). Both of these rep-

resentations are integrals using the standard Wiener pro-
2.1.2. Elementary Wavelet Theorycess W(?) as an integrator. The spectral representation and

the moving average representation are given by the for- We now briefly review some wavelet theory and utilize
mulas it to construct series for each of the representations of v(x)

in (2.2); we use these series as the basis of our method
which we develop in the next subsection. We begin byv(x) 5 E1y

2y
e2i2fkxE1/2(k) dW(k) (2.2a)

considering the definition of a mother wavelet f and show
how its Fourier transform (Ff) also generates a basis. Wev(x) 5 E1y

2y
(F 21E1/2)(y) dW(y), (2.2b)

then use both f and (Ff) to generate white noise, dW.
Finally, this formula for dW is used to construct series for

where dW(?) is the differential of the standard Wiener the representations of v(x) in (2.2).
process, as discussed below, and the symbol F 21 in formula Discrete wavelet analysis is based on using the dilates
(2.2b) is an inverse Fourier transform. We define the Fou- and translates of a single function f as a basis for a space
rier transform and its inverse by of functions. Let f be a square integrable function on the

real line, and let
(F f )(k) 5 E1y

2y
e2i2fxkf(x) dx

(2.3) fm,n(x) 5 22m/2f(22mx 2 n), (2.7)

(F 21f)(x) 5 E1y

2y
ei2fxkf(k) dk.

for m, n 5 0, 61, 62, .... If the set of all the dilates and
translates of f

Now, we define and represent dW(k), which is sometimes
called white noise. Integration of a function f(k) with re-

hfm,num, n 5 0, 61, 62, ...jspect to dW(k) linearly maps the function f to a Gaussian
random variable described by the moment equations

is an orthonormal basis (as defined in (2.5)) for the square
integrable functions, then f is a mother wavelet. Each dilate
and translate has the Fourier transformKE f(k) dW(k)L5 0

(Ffm,n)(k) 5 Ey

2y
e2i2fkxfm,n(x) dx

(2.8)
KE f(k) dW(k) E g(k) dW(k)L5 E f(k)g(k) dk (2.4)

5 e1i2f2mnk2m/2(Ff)(2mk).
5 ( f, g),

According to Plancherel’s theorem, the Fourier transform
where (?, ?) is the inner product for square integrable func- preserves inner products of square integrable functions.
tions. The equations in (2.4) provide a means of expanding Therefore the Fourier transform maps the orthonormal
white noise in terms of an orthonormal basis; we use such basis hfm,num, n 5 0, 61, 62, ...j into the orthonormal basis
an expansion in deriving our Fourier–wavelet method. An h(Ffm,n)um, n 5 0, 61, 62, ...j.
orthonormal basis is a sequence of functions hfnum 5 1,
2, ...j which for any square integrable function f satisfies 2.1.3. The Fourier Wavelet Representation

We will now show that we can use f and (Ff) to write(fm , fn) 5 dm,n (2.5a)
the representation of dW(k) in (2.2), in terms of infinite
series with random weights. We can use f or (Ff) tof 5 Oy

m51
( f, fm)fm , (2.5b)

represent white noise, dW, according to the formulas
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in (2.11) must be truncated in both m and n with little loss
dW(k) 5 H Oy

m,n52y

(Ffm,n)(k)c(m, n)J dk, (2.9a) of accuracy. Second, the functions fm(x) should be easily
and accurately computable. We address the first of these
concerns immediately and defer the second to the section

dW(y) 5 H Oy
m,n52y

fm,n(y)c(m, n)J dy, (2.9b) on theoretical implementation issues. Nevertheless, both
of these concerns can be satisfied if we can assure that
(F fm) is compactly supported and has several boundedwhere hc(m, n)j is a doubly indexed sequence of indepen-
derivatives. Furthermore, for the spectra E(k) that we con-dent, identically distributed, standard Gaussian random
sider, (F fm) will have the desired properties if we choosevariables. Two of the authors used an expansion of dW
f to be the Meyer wavelet (see [16]).like formula (2.9b) to synthesize the random field v(x) in

We formulate a truncation formula based on the decayx-space; the result was the multiwavelet expansion (see
estimates of the function fm(x). Assuming that (F fm) has[5]). We now use the other formula (2.9a) to synthesize
p classical derivatives satisfyingthe random field v(x) in k-space; as the discussion at the

end of this section indicates, the result is a hierarchical
method which is easier to implement, faster, and more u2f u2p Ey

2y
Up(F fm)

kp U5 Amp , y, (2.12)
flexible than the multiwavelet expansion for problems
where a general spectrum is specified.

Proceeding with the development of this method, we it can be shown that
substitute (2.9a) into the representation in (2.2a) to obtain

u fm(x)u # Ampuxu2p. (2.13)
v(x) 5 E1y

2y
e1i2fkxE1/2(k)

Using the decay specified in (2.13), we can change the
Fourier–wavelet representation in (2.11) by centering the

3 H Oy
m,n52y

2m/2(Ff)(2mk)e2i2f2mnkc(m, n)J dk summation in n about 22mx and by truncating the summa-
tions in both n and m. Thus, we obtain an approximation
of v(x)5 Oy

m,n52y

c(m, n) E1y

2y
e1i2fk(22mx2n)E1/2

m,0(k)(Ff)(k) dk,

(2.10)
va(x) 5 Ommax

m5mmin

ṽm(x) (2.14a)
where subscripts of E1/2

m,0 reflect the dilation and translation
of E1/2, respectively; i.e. E1/2

m,n 5 22m/2E(22mx 2 n). Simpli-
fying Eq. (2.10), we obtain the Fourier–wavelet representa- ṽm(x) 5 Onmax

n5nmin

c(m, n 1 22mx) fm(22mx 2 22mx 2 n).
tion for the field v(x),

(2.14b)

v(x) 5 Oy
m52y

Oy
n52y

fm(22mx 2 n)c(m, n) (2.11a) Here, the notation x refers to the greatest integer less
than the real number x. The algebraic decay described in

fm(x) 5 (F 21((Ff)E1/2
m,0))(x). (2.11b) (2.13) assures that the choice a finite bandwidth nmax 2

nmin 1 1 in (2.14b) causes a rapidly decaying error in this
We refer to the function fm as the kernel for scale m. summation. We estimate this error according to the
For the purpose of implementing (2.11), we truncate the formula
summation in m, and, for each scale m, we truncate the
summation in n. To ensure that this truncation has little

kuṽy
m(x) 2 ṽm(x)u2l # 2A2

mp
(nmax 2 nmin)22p11

2p 2 1
, (2.15)effect on the accuracy of the method, we must choose a

mother wavelet f so that u fm(y)u decays rapidly in uyu. In
the next section, we describe the rationale for our choice,

wherethe Meyer wavelet.

ṽy
m(x) 5 lim

nminR2y

nmaxRy

ṽm(x).2.2. Choice of the Basis for the
Fourier–Wavelet Method

In this section we begin the job of turning the representa-
tion in (2.11) into an efficient simulation method. Two The truncation process in (2.14) leads us to the formula

for the Fourier–wavelet methodconsiderations guide us in this task. First, the summation
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ensures that (Ff) defines the Fourier transform of a
va(x) 5 Ommax

m5mmin

Onmax

n5nmin

c(m, n 1 22mx) fm(22mx 2 22mx 2 n). wavelet.
We now examine the functions fm(x) computed using the

(2.16) Meyer wavelet f and one important spectrum of practical
interest involving a fractal random field, the Kolmogor-

Of course, off spectrum

v(x) 5 lim
mminR2y

mmaxRy

lim
nminR2y

nmaxRy

va(x), E(k) 5 uku25/3 (2.19)

which corresponds to the exponent H 5 Ad in (1.1). We need
only concern ourselves with the behavior of f0(x) becausewhich maintains consistency with the Fourier–wavelet rep-

resentation (2.11).
Our choice of a wavelet f for the Fourier–wavelet (F fm) 5 (Ff)(k)E1/2

m,0(k)
method is dictated by the class of spectra E(k) we wish to

5 (Ff)(k)22m/2u22mku25/6 (2.20)consider. Specifically, we wish to allow E(k) to be any
function which is smooth except for possible strong infra- 5 2m/3(F f0)(k)
red and ultraviolet singularities, nonintegrable algebraic
singularities at k 5 0 and at k 5 y, respectively. Since so that fm(x) 5 2m/3f0(x). The top plot in Fig. 1 shows the

graph of f0(x) using the Meyer wavelet with b(k) computed
(F fm)(k) 5 22m/2E1/2(22mk)(Ff)(k), (2.17) with the second-order perfect B-spline; the bottom plot in

Fig. 1 shows the graph of f0 using the Meyer wavelet with
(F fm) has p bounded derivatives, provided that (Ff) is b(k) computed with the fourth-order perfect B-spline (see
compactly supported away from the origin and has p Appendix A). Even though (2.13) predicts that the graph
bounded derivatives. This will give fm a sufficiently rapid in the lower part of Fig. 1 would decay at a greater asymp-
decay so that we can perform the truncation of the doubly totic rate, there is little observable difference in the decay
indexed sum shown in (2.14) without a significant loss in rate of these two functions. Nevertheless, it is apparent
the accuracy of the field v(?). In the paragraphs that follow that as p increases, so does the coefficient A0p . Therefore,
we justify our choice for f, the Meyer wavelet, and explore there is little practical numerical difference in using the
the relevant properties of its Fourier transform (Ff). second-order perfect B-spline as compared to the fourth-

We now describe the basic structure of the Fourier trans- order perfect B-spline.
form, (Ff), of the Meyer wavelet (see [16, 21]). The spec-
trum (Ff) of the Meyer wavelet f is given by the formulas 2.3. Theoretical Implementation Issues

The implementation of the Fourier–wavelet method for(Ff)(k) 5 (2f)21/2 sgn(k)eifkb(uku), (2.18)
simulating a random field v(x) is based on two kinds of
computations, random weight evaluations and kernel eval-

where uations. The method evaluates the product of the value of
a kernel at a point

sgn(k) 55
21, k , 0,

0, k 5 0,

11, k . 0,

fm(22mx 2 22mx 2 n) (2.21)

with a random weight

and b(k) is a p-times differentiable function with values
c(m, 22mx 1 n) (2.22)in [0, 1] and support in [Ad, Fd]. Because the function b(k)

limits the portion of the spectrum E1/2
m,0 appearing in (F fm),

we refer to b(k) as a window function. This window func- and sums the result over m 5 mmin , ..., mmax and n 5
nmin , ..., nmax , as in (2.16). Given that all we know abouttion ensures that (F fm) will have no singularities and will

have bounded, compactly supported derivatives to order the functions fm are their Fourier transforms, we solve
the problem of accurate and efficient computation of thep. Thus fm meets the decay condition (2.13). We compute

b(k) using the pth order perfect B-spline to ensure that inverse Fourier transform of the functions fm . Given that
most random number generators produce random vari-b(k) has p bounded derivatives (see [17]). For a discussion

of appropriate choices for the window function b(k), we ables in a fixed sequence, we also recall our technique
for generating the elements of a random sequence in anrefer the reader to Appendix A. The phase factor sgn(k)eifk
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FIG. 1. Demonstration of the effect calculating f0 using the Meyer wavelet based upon the second order perfect B-spline (upper plot) versus
the fourth order perfect B-spline (lower plot). Note that f0 decays slightly more rapidly in the lower plot.

arbitrary order, without storing previously generated ele- 2.3.1. Accurate Evaluation of the Kernels
ments [5, 6, 19].

We now proceed to the computation of the kernels fm .Before considering the distinct issues in computing the
random and deterministic terms, we caution the reader The computation of fm is done in two phases. In the pre-

computation phase, fm(y) is computed on a regular gridthat careful computation of the integer and fractional parts
of 22mx is necessary for the accurate computation of both using an inverse fast Fourier transform (FFT). In our case

of interest, fm has a power-law spectrum so that only f0the random and deterministic terms. Therefore, we suggest
that (2.14) be computed in decreasing order of scale 2m, needs to be computed. In general, the inverse FFT pro-

duces an aliasing error, which is the error in approximatingrescaling the formula so that m # 0. We also suggest that
the integer and fractional parts of 22mx be computed recur- fm by a trigonometric polynomial. Furthermore, since the

inverse FFT only computes fm on a grid, interpolation issively from 22m21x.
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required between grid points. Therefore, in the evaluation approximated by interpolation to all orders. This allows
us to evaluate fm(y) on grid points y 5 ay9, where y9 is anphase, fm(y) is interpolated, which induces an interpolation

error. Below, we bound the aliasing and interpolation er- integer and to interpolate between grid points. Assuming
that a21 and b21 are large natural numbers, we can writerors in terms of the resolution of the FFT grid and the

properties of the Fourier transform of fm . We expect these (2.23c) as an inverse discrete Fourier transform
error estimates to be poor in comparison to error estimates
obtainable through successive refinements of the inverse f(ay9) 5 O

ubk9u#K

b(F f )(bk9)ei2fy9ak9b. (2.26)
FFT. However, we give these estimates to provide a quali-
tative analysis of the error.

Thus, fm(y) can be precomputed on a grid before the simu-
Aliasing Error in the Inverse FFT. Our analysis of the lation of the field v(x) begins. When fm(y) is evaluated at

effect of aliasing begins with discretizing the inverse Fou- a point y which is off the grid, we interpolate linearly
rier transform integral. To compute fm(y) from ( F fm)(k), according to the usual scheme:
we discretize the variables as y 5 y9a and k 5 k9b, where
y9 and k9 are integer indices and a21 and b21 are large

y0 5 aa21ynatural numbers. Using a trapezoidal rule for integration,
we obtain s 5 (y 2 y0)a (2.27)

fm(y) 8 fm(x0) 1 s( fm(y0 1 a) 2 fm(y0)).
fm(ay9) 5 E1y

2y
ei2fyk(F fm)(k) dk (2.23a)

This linear interpolation has accuracy O(a2) according to
8 O

k9[Z

b(F fm)(bk9)ei2fy9k9ab (2.23b)

uh fm(y0) 1 s( fm(y0 1 a) 2 fm(y0))j 2 fm(y)u
5 O

ubk9u#K

b(F fm)(bk9)ei2fy9k9ab. (2.23c)
# a2 sup

j
u f 0m(j)u (2.28)

Here, the truncation in the sum in (2.23c) arises because 5 a2(2f)2(Fd)2 Am0 .
the support of (F fm)(k) is limited to uku # K. Therefore,
the approximation of fm(ay9) is a trigonometric polyno- 2.3.2. Efficient Generation of Random Variables
mial. The sum in (2.23c) can be computed as an inverse

The Fourier–wavelet method (2.14) gives a sparse, accu-FFT on a vector of a21b21 elements.
rate expansion of the random field v(x); however, greatSince (2.23c) approximates fm(ay9) by a function with
care must be taken in computing the terms c(m, n) if theperiod b21, we examine the accuracy of this approximation
value of this sparsity is to be realized. Equation (2.14)over an interval with length smaller than b21. The trunca-
demonstrates that the number of random terms needed totion in (2.14) implies that we only need to evaluate fm(y)
represent v(x) at all points in the interval [0, 2mmax] ison the interval (nmin , nmax). Therefore, we assume that
O(2mmax2mmin). However, the number of terms necessary to
compute v(x) at a single point is (nmax 2 nmin 1 1)(nmax 2 nmin 1 1) # Asb21. (2.24)
(mmax 2 mmin 1 1). Therefore, it would be desirable to
compute the terms c(m, n) as needed rather than to pre-We use the Poisson summation formula (see [18]) and
compute them and to store them. Previously, two of the(2.17) to estimate the aliasing error,
authors have described a means of computing the necessary
random variables on demand using a reversible random
number generator so that very little memory is requiredU fm(ay9) 2 O

ubk9u#K

b(F fm)(bk9)ei2fy9k9abU
(2.25) for the generation of random variables [5, 6, 19].

2.4. Brief Comparison of the Fourier–Wavelet and5 U fm(ay9) 2 O
k9[Z

fm(ay9 2 b21k9)U# 2pAmp(2b)p.
Multiwavelet Methods

We now assess the new method that we have developed
Therefore, the error due to aliasing is O(bp) so that the

and implemented. As demonstrated in (2.14) and (2.15),
smoothness of (F fm)(k) reduces the aliasing error as well

the Fourier–wavelet method was designed so that it main-
as the truncation error (2.15).

tains the localization in space of the multiwavelet method
(see [5]). This property gives the multiwavelet methodInterpolation Error. Since (F fm)(k) has compact sup-

port, we know that fm(y) is a real analytic function which its ability to simulate random fields efficiently over an
unprecedented range of scales. As we show in the nextconverges everywhere. Therefore, fm(y) can be accurately
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section, the Fourier–wavelet method inherits this same las are given for the simple shear layer model. This is
followed by a comparison of simulation results using theability. Furthermore, the Fourier–wavelet method attains

improvements in simplicity, speed, and flexibility. We now Fourier–wavelet method with the analytic behavior. The
randomization method is then briefly reviewed and simula-enumerate these improvements.

The Fourier–wavelet method is much simpler to imple- tion results are compared with those results previously
described from the Fourier–wavelet method. Finally, ament and faster than multiwavelet method. In the precom-

putation phase, the Fourier–wavelet method uses a two-dimensional isotropic random field is simulated using
the random shearing direction approach in conjunctionstandard FFT to compute the kernels fm , while the multi-

wavelet method exactly computes the corresponding func- with both the Fourier–wavelet method and the randomiza-
tion method and the results from both of these methodstions using customized code. Furthermore, at run time,

the Fourier–wavelet method evaluates the kernel through are compared.
simple interpolation while the multiwavelet method per-

3.1. The Simple Shear Layer Model Problemforms an expensive nonlinear function evaluation.
The Fourier–wavelet method is also much more flexible We begin by describing the problem of turbulent trans-

than the multiwavelet method. For example, the Fourier– port of a passive scalar by a simple shear layer velocity field,
wavelet method is applicable to fields with general spectra,
whereas the multiwavelet method specifically relies on the
presumed power law structure of the spectrum. Further-

v 5 S w

v(x)
D, (3.1)more, because the Fourier–wavelet method is a spectral

method, it is compatible with spectral techniques for solv-
ing partial differential equations. The multiwavelet method

where w is a constant mean flow and v(x) is a stationary,
has no such compatibility with anisotropic spectra gener-

mean 0, Gaussian random field with a Kolmogoroff
ated by solutions of partial differential equations.

spectrum

3. SIMULATION RESULTS USING THE
E(k) 5 uku25/3. (3.2)

FOURIER–WAVELET METHOD

This problem is of particular interest because many statisti-In this section, the Fourier–wavelet method from Sec-
cal quantities with nontrivial behavior can be computedtion 2 is computationally validated using several different
exactly for this problem, making it ideal for use as a bench-analytically known statistical quantities for various velocity
mark for computer simulations [10, 12, 20]. The first statisti-fields including a simple shear layer and an isotropic two-
cal quantity that is used as a benchmark depends only ondimensional random field. A comparison is also made with
the velocity field and is known as the structure function,the simulation results obtained through the use of another

well-known, but nonhierarchical, simulation method, the
randomization method. It will be shown that the Fourier– D(x) 5 k(v(x) 2 v(0))2l. (3.3)
wavelet approach gives very accurate results and can be
readily used to simulate random fields containing many For the velocity field with the spectrum as in (3.2), it is
decades of scaling behavior. In fact, the Fourier–wavelet possible to analytically compute the structure function as
method will be shown to be much more readily expandable seen in [12, 20] to be
than the randomization method through the clever use of
random number generation techniques such as the ‘‘on

D(x) 5
28/3f5/3

Ï3G(Gd)
x2/3. (3.4)demand’’ random number generator described in the previ-

ous section and in [5, 19]. However, the Fourier–wavelet
method is computationally faster than the randomization

The structure function is useful as a measure of the rangemethod only for fields containing more than four or five
of validity of the simulated velocity field.decades of scaling. On the other hand, the Fourier–wavelet

Another useful statistical quantity that depends only ontechnique simulation results show much less deviation from
the velocity field is the kurtosis. The kurtosis of a randomGaussian behavior than do the results from the randomiza-
field is the ratio of the fourth moment to the square of thetion method.
second moment and must take the value 3 for a GaussianThis section begins with a brief introduction to the in-
field such as that considered here,structive model problem of turbulent transport with a sim-

ple shear layer velocity field [10, 12, 20]. The statistical
quantities of interest such as the structure function and k(v(x) 2 v(0))4l

k(v(x) 2 v(0))2l2 5 3. (3.5)
mean square dispersion are introduced and analytic formu-
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Simulation of the kurtosis is important as a means of ob- in terms of variables rescaled so that the largest scale in
(2.16) is 1; i.e., the outer sum in (2.16) is over the octavesserving deviations from Gaussian behavior as well as de-

termining the range of validity of the simulation. M 5 mmax 2 mmin to 0. We begin by describing some
parameter choices that will be in common to all the struc-The final statistical quantity considered in this section

depends on the particle trajectory in the y-direction. The ture function and kurtosis simulations for the simple shear
layer problem.components of the particle trajectory can be obtained by

integrating (3.1) to get From looking at the formulation of the Fourier–wavelet
method in (2.16), it is clear that there are several parameter
choices that need to be made. The first issue relates to theX(t) 5 wt 1 X(0)

(3.6) order of the spline used in generating the fm as defined in
Y(t) 5 Et

0
v(X(s)) ds 1 Y(0). (2.11b). From the results in Fig. 1 which show fm generated

using the second-order perfect B-spline and the fourth-
order perfect B-spline, one would expect that the impactBy following the trajectory of various particles, it is possible
of the choice between these two splines would be negligibleto gain a greater understanding of the spread of the passive
on the simulation results. In fact, this behavior was obsevedscalar. The physically interesting quantity studied in the
in results not shown here; thus, all results given here willsimulations here is known as the mean square dispersion
be based upon fm being generated by the second-orderand is defined by
perfect B-spline B2 . Another parameter that must be cho-
sen is the bandwidth of the inner sum in (2.16). Certainly

kl2
yl(t) 5 k(Y1 2 Y2)2l, (3.7) from looking at the rapid decay of fm in Fig. 1 it is clear

that a relatively modest bandwidth is required. In results
where Y1 and Y2 are the trajectories associated with two not shown, a bandwidth as small as 10 gave accurate results;
different particles which are chosen here to start a distance to be conservative, the results given here use a bandwidth
x0 apart in the x-component and at the same value of the of 20 (nmin 5 210 and nmax 5 9). Another issue that always
y-component. As was shown in [12, 20], it is possible to arises in simulation is the number of realizations over
analytically compute the mean square dispersion for the which averaging should be done; here, it was found that
simple shear layer model problem in (3.1) and (3.2) and 2000 realizations would give accurate results.
obtain the exact formula The first structure function simulation results using the

Fourier–wavelet method are given in Fig. 2. The top part
of this figure contains the simulated values as dots and the

kl2
yl(t) 5

214/3f35/6

w2

G(2Fd)
G(AyA) F2ux0u8/3 2 uwtu8/3

(3.8)
analytic value from (3.4) as a solid line. The bottom part
of this figure is a plot of the ratio of the simulated value
to the analytic value and is useful as a measure of the error

1
1
2

ux0 2 wtu8/3 1
1
2

ux0 1 wtu8/3G.
in the simulation. This simulation contains M 5 18 octaves
which is the maximum number of octaves for which our
workstation is able to straightforwardly precompute and3.2. Simulation Results for the Simple Shear Layer
store all of the Gaussians which could be needed in theModel Problem
summation in (2.16). It is interesting to note that roughly

In this section we give some simulation results for the three decades of accurate scaling are obtained in the middle
simple shear layer problem just described in Section 3.1 scales with marked underestimation at both extremes of
using the Fourier–wavelet method as introduced and de- this almost 5.5 decade simulation region. Thus, if one were
scribed in Section 2. Section 3.2.1 features some structure required to precompute and store the necessary random
function and kurtosis results. Section 3.2.2 contains a com- variables, it would not be possible to achieve more than
parison of the results in Section 3.2.1 with simulation re- around three decades of correct scaling on a typical work-
sults from the well-known randomization method [8] and station.
contains the conclusions that can be made based upon the The plots in Fig. 3 depict the structure function simula-
structure function and kurtosis results. A discussion of tion results using the Fourier–wavelet method when M 5
mean square dispersion simulation results is given in Sec- 40 octaves are included in the field. Because of the special
tion 3.2.3. nature of this simulation in that all of the points of field

evaluation are known in advance thereby making known
3.2.1. Structure Function and Kurtosis Simulation Results

which of the Gaussians in (2.16) will be used, it is possible
to compute the random numbers as they are needed forIn this section, some structure function and kurtosis sim-

ulation results using the Fourier–wavelet method as intro- each succeeding point without using a reversible random
number generator. This technique was quite useful hereduced in Section 2 are given. All of these results are given
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FIG. 2. Structure function simulation results for the simple shear layer model problem using the Fourier–wavelet method with M 5 18 octaves,
a bandwidth of 20, and 2000 realizations. The upper plot shows the simulated structure function as dots and the analytic value as a solid line; the
lower plot is the ratio of the simulated value to the analytic value. Around three decades of accurate scaling are observed here.

as a means of quickly studying the technical capabilities middle nine decades of this over 12-decade simulation.
Further evidence of the quality of the simulation over theseof the Fourier–wavelet method without introducing the

programming complications associated with the reversible nine decades can be seen by considering the log–log least
squares fit of the exponent which is 0.668 versus a truerandom generator. The validity of this approach was veri-

fied computationally by comparing 18 octave simulations value of Sd while the fit of the coefficient is 0.635 versus a
true value of 0.639. It is also interesting to compare thesewith complete storage of random numbers and with ran-

dom number generation on this ‘‘as needed’’ basis. The results with those shown in Fig. 2; an increase in the number
of decades in the overall field yielded a correspondingresults in Fig. 3 for the M 5 40 octave simulation show

quite good agreement with the analytic value over the increase in the number of decades of accurate results; i.e.,
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FIG. 3. Structure function simulation results for the simple shear layer model problem using the Fourier–wavelet method with M 5 40 octaves
and the other parameters unchanged from Fig. 2. Around nine decades of accurate scaling behavior are observed here.

there is a linear relationship between the number of octaves Fourier–wavelet method gives highly Gaussian results over
its region of validity.included in (2.16) and the number of decades of scaling be-

havior.
Figure 4 contains the Fourier–wavelet method simula-

3.2.2. Comparison with Simulation Results for the
tion results for the kurtosis as in (3.5) using a field with

Randomization Method
M 5 40 octaves. The simulated results tend to oscillate
within 0.5 of the true value of 3 over around nine decades. It The purpose of this section is to provide a computational

basis of comparison for the Fourier–wavelet method inis important to note that the nine decades of most accurate
results correspond with the same decades of accurate re- order to help elucidate the strengths and weaknesses of

this new method. While the above results are definitelysults seen in Fig. 3 for the structure function. Thus, the
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FIG. 4. Kurtosis simulation results for the simple shear layer model problem using the Fourier–wavelet method with the same parameters as
in Fig. 3. The nine decades of accurate scaling behavior seen here are the same decades as observed in Fig. 3.

quite encouraging, much additional insight can be gained Using these definitions, each realization of the random
field can be written asby making a comparison with the commonly used random-

ization method [8]. In this section, we begin by briefly
describing the randomization method for random field sim-

va(x) 5
1

ÏMp
OM
p

i51
v0[ai cos(2fkix) 1 bi sin(2fkix)], (3.10)ulation. This is followed by a description of the simulation

results for the structure function and kurtosis. Compari-
sons regarding such issues as expandability and computa- where ai , bi p Gsn(0, 1) and ki p pi with all of these
tional difficulty are made with the appropriate results using random variates independent of each other. It is important
the Fourier–wavelet method. to point out that in (3.10) each ki must come from a distinct

range of wave numbers, thereby ensuring that every real-3.2.2.A. Introduction to the Randomization Method.
ization is always influenced by the most energetic part ofWe recall that (2.2a) gives the theoretical basis upon which
the spectrum.the Fourier–wavelet method is derived. This formula also

We now give specific details regarding how to use theprovides the basis for the randomization method [8, 12].
randomization method for a problem with a fractal velocityThe randomization method results from a discretization
field. Certainly for our spectrum in (3.2), an infrared cutoffof the integral with randomly spaced wave number nodes.
is necessary to give the velocity field finite energyIt is typical to select the normalized spectral density func-
(v0

2 , y). Here a step function cutoff is used, E(k) 5 0tion as the probability density function for the wave num-
for k # kmin . For the Kolmogoroff spectrum in (3.2) withbers. In other words, p(k) 5 (1/v0

2)E(k) when v0
2 5 ey

2y
this cutoff, the partition points becomeE(k) dk. As was shown in [8, 12], dividing the spectrum

into equal energy partitions is a useful means of ensuring
that every realization of the velocity field contains a typical

li 5 kmin SMp 2 i
Mp D23/2

. (3.11)distribution of scales. For the case with Mp partitions, let
l0 , l1 , ..., lMp21 , lMp be the partition points. For component
i, the probability density function of the wave numbers is The largest scale included in this simulation is determined

by the smallest wavenumber to be 1/kmin . A conservative,
yet quite reasonable, estimate of the smallest scale in thepi(k) 5 Hp(k), li21 # k , li

0, otherwise.
(3.9)

simulated field, especially for larger values of Mp, can be
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FIG. 5. Structure function simulation results for the simple shear layer model problem using the randomization method with M
p

5 256 compartments
and 2000 realizations. In the upper plot, the simulated values are dots while the analytic value is a solid line; the lower plot depicts the ratio of the
simulated value to the analytic value. Around four decades of scaling behavior are observed here.

obtained by considering the largest noninfinite partition Mp 5 256 compartments and 2000 realizations. We observe
roughly four decades of accurate scaling behavior whichpoint, thus giving (1/kmin)Mp23/2 as the smallest scale in

the problem. Thus, we estimate that the simulated field is roughly what was predicted above, based upon the parti-
tion points. In results not shown, the simulation withcontains Mp3/2 scales or Ds log(Mp) decades. In order to make

the largest scale in our problem consistent with the choice Mp 5 16 compartments had about 3.5 decades of accurate
scaling which is much larger than the two decades predictedfor the Fourier–wavelet results, we select kmin 5 1.
by the partition points; the Mp 5 4096 compartment simula-
tion had accurate scaling over around 5.5 decades which3.2.2.B. Structure Function and Kurtosis Randomization

Method Results. Figure 5 contains the structure function was in line with the prediction. The enhanced agreement
between the observed region of scaling and that predictedsimulation results using the randomization method with
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FIG. 6. Kurtosis simulation results for the simple shear layer model problem using the randomization method with the same parameters as in
Fig. 5. Only three decades of scaling behavior are seen here versus the four decades indicated by the structure function simulation in Fig. 5.

by the partition points for larger Mp is reasonable when results above with those described in Section 3.2.1 for the
Fourier–wavelet method. One of the first noteworthy dif-one considers the fact that the partion point estimate ne-

glects the factor of Mp21 of the total energy on the smallest ferences in results has to do with the fact that the statistical
quantities decay much more smoothly to 0 on the scalesscales. It is important to point out here that the two to
below the scaling regime when using the Fourier–waveletthree decades of rather noisy behavior on the scales below
method for both the structure function and especially thethe scaling regime before the final decay to 0 on the small-
kurtosis. The kurtosis from the randomization method wasest scales as seen in Fig. 5 is quite typical behavior, regard-
several times too large at several locations, whereas theless of the number of compartments used.
kurtosis was never as large as twice its true value in theThe kurtosis results in Fig. 6 are from the randomization
Fourier–wavelet simulations. Unlike the randomizationmethod with Mp 5 256 compartments and 2000 realizations.
method, the Fourier–wavelet method results also have ac-The simulated kurtosis is within 0.5 of the true value of 3 for
curate kurtosis results over the entire scaling regime ob-roughly three decades and takes explosively large values on
served in the structure function simulations. Thus, thethe small scales before finally decaying to 0. It is important
Fourier–wavelet method clearly produces a moreto point out that the kurtosis is accurate over fewer decades
Gaussian-like field over the scaling regime and has muchthan the corresponding structure function; while both
less noise in small scales below the scaling regime.quantities begin to agree with the theoretical value at the

Another interesting comparison has to do with the abil-same large scale, the kurtosis dramatically deviates from
ity to expand the region of validity of each simulationthe true value about one decade earlier than does the
method. Here we assume that one is interested in statisticalstructure function in Fig. 5. This sort of behavior was also
quantities that depend only on second-order moments; ifobserved for other values of the number of compartments
accurate higher order moments are important, then thewhich are not included here. Thus, we see that the random-
Fourier–wavelet method is more well-suited, as was dis-ization method is much more accurate for second-order
cussed in the above paragraph. On a most basic level, westatistics than for higher order statistics.
saw that the region of validity of the simulation results
tended to grow linearly as the number of octaves M in-3.2.2.C. Comparison of Fourier–Wavelet Results with

Randomization Method Results. We now compare the cluded by the Fourier–wavelet method was increased; on
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the other hand, the scaling regime only grew logarithmi- wavelet method, in conjunction with the reversible random
number generator, is more computationally efficient.cally with the number of compartments Mp for the random-

ization method. Of course, it is necessary to consider both
3.2.3. Mean Square Dispersion Simulation Resultscomputer memory limitations and computational difficulty

to get a complete picture of this comparison. We now turn our attention to a study of the mean square
Memory limitations play a much greater role in the dispersion related to the simple shear layer model problem

Fourier–wavelet method than in the randomization in (3.1). We recall from (3.7) that the mean square disper-
method. If one precomputed all the Gaussians that could sion depends on the expected value of the square of the
possibly be needed in (2.16) for the Fourier–wavelet difference between two particle trajectories which we se-
method, only about three decades of scaling in the simu- lect to begin at the origin and at (x0 , 0). Since the mean
lated random field can be achieved due to memory limita- square dispersion depends only on second-order statistics,
tions on a typical workstation. However, through the clever the randomization method and the Fourier–wavelet
use of a random number generator such as the reversible method should give very similar results for the mean square
random number generator described in [5, 6, 19] one is dispersion. This is actually the case. Here, we focus on the
able to eliminate the storage difficulties associated with the results using the Fourier–wavelet method. All of the time
Fourier–wavelet method by only generating those random integrations required here are computed through the use
numbers that are actually used in the sum in (2.16). The of the trapezoidal rule.
randomization method is unable to produce fields with The remainder of this section is organized as follows.
more than about 10 decades due to memory limitations We begin with a discussion of the rescaling of this problem.
that cannot be eliminated through the use of the reversible Section 3.2.3B contains a discussion of various parameter
random number generator because of the nonlocal nature choices, all of which were validated computationally. Some
of the randomization method (3.10); i.e., every velocity simulation results using the Fourier–wavelet method fol-
field evaluation (3.10) requires every Gaussian weight, as low in Section 3.2.3C, and conclusions are given in Sec-
well as every wave number. However, the memory problem tion 3.2.3D.
is never an issue in randomization method simulations in

3.2.3.A. Rescaling the Problem. The mean square dis-practice, since it is not computationally feasible to evaluate
persion results are given in this section in terms of variables(3.10) for the huge number of compartments required.
rescaled according to physical scales of the problem. AWe now assume that the Gaussian weights used in the
natural length scale associated with the physical problemFourier–wavelet representation in (2.16) are generated on
is the initial separation distance, L 5 x0 , which is used toan ‘‘on demand’’ basis, using the reversible random num-
rescale the particle trajectory Y. There are also two timeber generator. As we will discuss below, there is a very
scales associated with the physical problem, the eddyclear trade-off in computational difficulty between the Fou-
turnover time tv and the sweep time tw . The sweeprier–wavelet method and the randomization method. This
time is related to the strength of the mean field and isis determined by looking at the number of transcendental
defined byoperations required for each evaluation of the random

field since each transcendental operation is much more
computationally difficult than a single floating point opera- tw 5 L/w . (3.12)
tion. For example, the Fourier–wavelet method requires
one Gaussian (about two transcendental operations on The eddy turnover time is a measure of the strength of
average) for each term in the double sum in (2.16) while the random velocity field v. We recall from (3.4) that
the randomization method requires two trigonometric the structure function is D(x) 5 Cuxu2/3 which has units
evaluations per compartment as in (3.10). If one ignores length2/time2. Thus, the eddy turnover time can be writ-
the necessary calculations to obtain the Gaussian weights ten as
and the wave numbers for each realization of the random-
ization method, it is clear that the crossover in computa- tv 5 L/(ÏCL1/3). (3.13)
tional efficiency occurs roughly when the number of com-
partments in the randomization method exceeds the Time in these results is rescaled by the eddy turnover time
product of the bandwidth and number of scales in the

tv making the relevant time scales in the results tv 5 1
Fourier–wavelet method. This crossover occurs for simula- and tw/tv .
tions where roughly four to five decades of scaling are
desired in the results. Thus, for simulations with fewer than 3.2.3.B. Parameter Choices for Simulations. There are

many simulation parameters that must be chosen for thesefour to five decades of scaling behavior, the randomization
method is more computationally efficient; for more than mean square dispersion simulations. Many of these choices

are inspired by the structure function and kurtosis resultsfour to five decades of scaling behavior, the Fourier–
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in Section 3.2.1. For instance, the bandwidth of the inner bit less accurate. This result can be explained by consider-
ing the form of the Fourier–wavelet method in (2.16)sum in (2.16) is chosen to be the amply large value 20, i.e.,

nmin 5 210 and nmax 5 9. The values of fm are calculated and the definition of the mean square dispersion in (3.7);
having an excessive number of octaves above the largesthere based on the second-order perfect B-spline B2 since

higher order splines did not give improvements earlier. scale in the problem will require the subtraction of large
numbers in order to get differences several orders ofUsing 1000 realizations is adequate to achieve accurate

results. All of these choices were also confirmed for magnitude smaller thereby leading to potential dynamic
range issues. Another reason for not including an exces-the mean square dispersion in simulation results not

shown. sive number of octaves in the field is the savings in
computational time that results from not doing theseThe choice of the time step was determined by a system-

atic and careful simulation study. First the time step Dt unnecessary calculations.
was determined relative to tv by studying a situation in

3.2.3.D. Conclusions from Mean Square Dispersion Sim-which tw/tv was quite large. This study showed that Dt was
ulation Results. Many interesting things regarding the usenot particularly sensitive to the size of tv but should none-
of the Fourier–wavelet simulation method have beentheless be chosen less than 0.5 of tv . Then the situation in
learned from these mean square dispersion simulations.which tw/tv was small relative to tv was used to determine
First, we have noted that all of the parameter choices thatthat Dt # 0.1 (tw/tv) is appropriate. Thus, in all the simula-
were made for the structure function and the kurtosis carrytions presented here,
through to this problem with integrated velocity fields. This
fact can be quite important for simulations in which we

Dt , 0.5, Dt # 0.1 (tw/tv) (3.14) are able to compute statistics such as a structure function
but have no analytic formulas for the statistical quantities

are used to determine the time step. For the specific runs in which we are interested. We have also shown that it is
given in the next subsection, tw/tv P 1.3 and Dt 5 0.1. important to include around four octaves above the largest

scale in which one is interested in order to avoid the under-3.2.3.C. Mean Square Dispersion Simulation Results
estimation effect at the upper extreme of the simulatedUsing the Fourier–Wavelet Method. The goal of this sec-
field; such extraneous effects could easily go unnoticed intion is to discuss the effect of varying the number of scales
a simulation in which the analytic behavior of the desiredincluded in the simulated field in (2.16). We recall from
quantity is unknown.the structure function and kurtosis results that the simu-

lated field tends to be an underestimate at the smallest
3.3. The Two-Dimensional Random Velocity Fieldscales and at the largest scales. In order to avoid the prob-

lems at the smallest scales, we consider a simulated field
In this section, the two-dimensional problem is intro-with mmin 5 216 and use an initial particle separation

duced and a summary of results is given for some exactlydistance x0 5 2212. These simulations are run to time 500
analytically computable statistical quantities such as theat which time the value of the x-trajectory is of order 224.
structure tensor. At the end of this section, the randomThe simulation results in Fig. 7 are for mmax 5 22 and
shearing direction simulation technique is introduced. Thisshow a very clear underestimation of the mean square
technique allows one to straightforwardly generalize thedispersion by the simulation. In fact, the underestimate
one-dimensional techniques used in the previous sectionhas grown to in excess of 20% by time 500, showing quite
to higher dimensional problems.clearly that more than two octaves must be included above

the largest scale. The results in Fig. 8 with mmax 5 0 (four
3.3.1. Introduction to the Two-Dimensional Fieldoctaves above the largest scale) show agreement within

6% of the true value from (3.8) throughout the entire time
We now turn our attention to the problem of simulating

range. In fact, further evidence of the accuracy of this
a two-dimensional, isotropic, Gaussian random field v with

simulation can be seen by considering the log–log least
mean 0 and radial spectral density function

squares fit over times 100 to 500. The fit for the exponent
is 0.651 versus a true value of 0.676, while the simulated

E(uku) 5 uku25/3. (3.15)coefficient is 0.185 versus a true value 0.125. Thus four
octaves need to be included above the largest scale in the
problem to avoid underestimation problems. One of the statistical quantities in which we are interested

is the structure tensor which is a direct generalization ofIn results not shown here, the effect of additional adjust-
ments in mmax was studied. A further increase in the size the structure function as was defined in (3.4). For the two-

dimensional v now under consideration, the structure ten-of mmax did not result in a further enhancement in the
accuracy of the results; in fact, the results tended to be a sor can be defined as
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FIG. 7. Mean square dispersion simulation results for the simple shear layer model problem using the Fourier–wavelet method with mmin 5

216, mmax 5 22, and an initial particle separation x0 5 2212. The simulated values are dots and the analytic value is a thin solid line in the upper
plot; the ratio of the simulated value to the analytic value is given in the lower plot. At longer times, the simulated value greatly underestimates
the true value demonstrating the difficulties that arise near the largest scales in the simulated field.

D(x) 5 k(v(x 1 x9) 2 v(x9)) J (v(x 1 x9) 2 v(x9))l.
D(x) 5 Sli 0

0 l'

D, (3.17)(3.16)

where li and l' are the parallel and perpendicular eigen-
Through the use of the covariance tensor, it is possible to

values with
analytically compute the structure tensor for the choice
x 5 (x

0). Details of this calculation are given in [6]. The li 5
27f1/6

27/3 G S5
6D x2/3 (3.18)

results are
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FIG. 8. Mean square dispersion simulation results for the simple shear layer model problem using the Fourier–wavelet method with mmax

increased to mmax 5 0 and all other parameters unchanged from Fig. 7. Good agreement between simulation and theory is seen throughout the
times plotted here.

x lies along the x-axis; one merely must rotate so thatand
the point of interest appears to lie along the positive
x-axis.

The other statistical quantity of interest here is the kurto-l' 5
27f1/6

24/3 G S11
6 D x2/3. (3.19)

sis. By analogy with the kurtosis in (3.5) for the one-dimen-
sional case, we know that each component of the velocity

In this work, we will focus on li to assess the quality field should also have kurtosis 3. Just as for the structure
of our simulation results. Since the field is isotropic, it tensor, we will focus on the velocity field component paral-

lel to the x-axis.is not a limitation that the above formulas assume that
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3.3.2. Description of Random Shearing Direction Method random shearing direction technique. In addition to the
simulation parameters already mentioned above regarding

The random shearing direction technique has been de-
number of realizations and shearing directions, all results

scribed in detail in [6, 15] and will only be briefly summa-
in this section use a bandwidth of 20 in the inner sum in

rized here for the two-dimensional case, although, of
(2.16) and fm is calculated based upon the fourth-order

course, it can be written in a more general form for higher
perfect B-spline. The number of octaves (M 5 13) included

dimensions. Intuitively, this method can be thought of as
in each shearing direction is the maximum that can be

taking several one-dimensional random fields and placing
straightforwardly stored on a typical workstation when all

them in various directions on a circle. Symbolically this
the Gaussians are precomputed.

method may be written as
Figure 9 contains the simulation results for li of the

structure tensor. Just as for the previous figures, in the top
plot the dots represent the simulation results while theva(x) 5

Ïf

ÏMd
OMd

j51
v'vaj

(x ? vj), (3.20)
solid line is the analytic value from (3.18). The bottom
plot shows the ratio of the simulated value to the analytic

where Md is the number of directions used, vj is the unit value and is useful as a measure of the error. Because of
vector for each one of the Md directions, and vaj

is one the very limited nature of the field, only about 1.5 decades
realization of a one-dimensional random field which can be of scaling behavior are observed. While this range of scal-
computed using any simulation technique. In the following ing behavior is in line with what one would expect, based
section, both the Fourier–wavelet and the randomization upon the one-dimensional results from Section 3.2, it cer-
methods will be used to generate each vaj

. In [15] it is tainly points out that the only way in which one can practi-
shown that the representation in (3.20) is theoretically cally use the Fourier–wavelet method in two dimensions
quite accurate for stationary, isotropic, incompressible is through the clever use of random number generation
Gaussian random fields such as those considered here. It techniques.
is proven in [6] that the best strategy (lowest variance) Simulation results for the kurtosis of the component of
means for selecting the unit isotropic vectors vj in two the velocity field parallel to the x-axis using the Fourier–
dimensions is to choose them equally spaced on the unit wavelet method in conjunction with the random shearing
circle. It is also shown in [6] through the use of an energy direction approach are contained in Fig. 10. Again, almost
criterion that it is desirable to consider the number of 1.5 decades of reasonable agreement with the true value
directions Md to be at least 16, regardless of the method of 3 is seen. (The kurtosis was within 0.4 of the true value
employed to generate each vaj

. over this region.) Just as in one-dimension, the kurtosis
gives valid results over the same region of validity as the3.4. Simulation Results for the Two-Dimensional
structure tensor and decays rather smoothly to 0 on theRandom Velocity Field
largest and smallest scales.

In this section we summarize the results obtained
through the use of the random shearing direction method

3.4.2. Structure Tensor and Kurtosis Results Using the(3.20) in conjunction with the Fourier–wavelet method
Randomization Method(2.16) and the randomization method (3.10). We remark

here that our version of the randomization algorithm in two Some simulation results using the randomization method
dimensions is new. The standard randomization method in conjunction with the random shearing direction tech-
[8] simply makes random directional assignments in each nique are now given. Each of the Md 5 32 shear direction
energy shell. The version of the randomization method in these results has Mp 5 256 compartments. Just as before,
utilized here has much lower variance than the standard averaging is done over 2000 realizations.
version. All of the results given below are calculated using The plots in Fig. 11 contain simulation results for the li
2000 realizations and Md 5 32 directions. The directions component of the structure tensor. Around 5.5 decades of
were offset from the positive x-axis by an angle of f/9 in accurate scaling behavior can be seen in these plots. When
order to eliminate the possible effects of calculating statis- compared with the one-dimensional results in Fig. 5, we
tics along one of the shearing directions. The results are see a little more than one additional decade of correct
also given in rescaled coordinates so that the longest length scaling behavior. The small scales below the scaling regime
scale in the simulated velocity field is 1. are also a bit less noisy than those observed in the one-

dimensional simulations. The results for other numbers of
3.4.1. Structure Tensor and Kurtosis Results Using the

compartments Mp also showed similarly enlarged regions
Fourier–Wavelet Method

of scaling; this behavior is indeed quite reasonable when
one considers the fact that using Md directions is effectivelyIn this subsection, results are given from simulations

using the Fourier–wavelet method in conjunction with the like taking Md samples from each compartment, thereby
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FIG. 9. Simulation results for li of the structure tensor for the two-dimensional random field using the Fourier–wavelet method in conjunction
with the random shearing direction technique with Md 5 32 directions and M 5 13 octaves. The simulation results are dots while the analytic value
is the solid line in the upper plot. The lower plot is the ratio of the simulated value to the analytic value. Around 1.5 decades of scaling behavior
are observed.

giving just a bit less than log Md additional decades. Thus, decades before becoming explosively large on the smaller
scales. When compared with the one-dimensional case,while the same basic trends that held in one dimension

also hold here, the simulation results in two-dimensions there is roughly one additional decade of accurate scaling
behavior for the same reasons mentioned above for thetend to be less noisy and contain a scaling regime enhanced

in size by the number of directions used when compared structure tensor. Just as seen in the one-dimensional case,
the kurtosis is accurate only over the largest scales in thewith the one-dimensional results.

The kurtosis of the component of the velocity parallel scaling regime in the structure tensor and has very noisy
behavior on the scales below this abbreviated scaling re-to the x-axis is shown in Fig. 12. The simulated kurtosis

stays within 0.5 of the true value of 3 for almost four gime. Thus, the same trends observed in Section 3.2 for
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FIG. 10. Simulation results for the kurtosis of the component of the velocity field parallel to the x-axis using the same simulation technique
and parameters as in Fig. 9. Scaling behavior is observed for the same 1.5 decades as in Fig. 9.

the simple shear layer model also hold here but with an makes random directional assignments in each energy
shell. The following are the major conclusions and observa-enhanced region of validity.
tions made from these simulations:

4. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS • The Fourier–wavelet method gives results which have
the same scaling regimes for both second- and fourth-order

In this paper, a new simulation method has been derived,
statistical quantities. The Fourier–wavelet results also

analyzed, and implemented. In Section 2, the Fourier–
showed a smooth decay to zero in those scales outside

wavelet method (2.16) was derived, based upon a mathe-
the scaling regime. On the other hand, the randomization

matically rigorous wavelet decomposition of the stochastic
method yielded smaller scaling regimes for higher order

representation formula (2.2a). This method as derived is
statistics compared with the scaling regime for the second-

applicable to a wide variety of processes, even those with
order statistics; the results outside the scaling regime were

infrared and ultraviolet singularities in their spectra. The
rather noisy before decaying to zero.

rationale for the choice of wavelet basis (the Meyer wave-
• It is worthwhile to use simulations of simpler quantitieslets) and the method of computing that basis using perfect

such as the structure function which depends only on theB-splines are explained in terms of creating the most effi-
velocity field as guidance in the choice of simulation param-cient simulation technique possible. Rigorous error bounds
eters for more complicated statistical quantities such asfor the method are also derived in Section 2.
the mean square dispersion which depends on particle tra-In Section 3, the Fourier–wavelet method was imple-
jectories.mented for both a simple shear layer model problem (in

• Trends and comparisons made in the simple shearwhich the randomness is confined to one component of
layer problem also applied in the two-dimensional problemthe velocity field) and a two-dimensional random field. A
with the exception that the plane wave randomizationcomparison of the results from the Fourier–wavelet
method simulation results had longer ranges of validitymethod and a version of the randomization method was
in two-dimensions as a result of Monte Carlo averagingmade. Our version of the randomization algorithm in two
through the number of shearing directions.dimensions is new and combines the one-dimensional ran-

domization method with a random plane wave decomposi- • In order to make practical use of the Fourier–wavelet
method, an efficient means of ‘‘on demand’’ generation oftion [6, 15]. The standard randomization method [8] simply
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FIG. 11. Simulation results for li of the structure tensor for the two-dimensional random field using the randomization method in con-
junction with the random shearing direction technique with Md 5 32 directions and M

p
5 256 compartments. Nearly 5.5 decades of accurate scaling

behavior are seen here; note that the longer scaling regime seen here when compared with Fig. 5 is a result of averaging over the shearing
directions.

random numbers must be used. An example of such a There are many other interesting problems that are re-
lated to turbulent transport simulations that are very muchgenerator is the reversible random number generator de-
worth exploring. An accurate pair dispersion simulationscribed in Section 2.
to validate Richardson’s law for the Kolmogoroff spectrum

• If statistical quantities only depending on second mo- is one of these important problems. Another interesting
ments are desired and if no more than four decades of extension of the methods described here is the simulation
scaling behavior are needed, then the randomization of time decorrelated random fields as well as fields with
method is more computationally efficient. Otherwise, the anisotropic spectra generated through solutions of partial

differential equations. The authors are currently pursuingFourier–wavelet method in conjunction with the reversible
random number generator should be used. these issues.
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FIG. 12. Simulation results for the kurtosis of the component of the velocity field parallel to the x-axis using the same simulation technique
and parameters as in Fig. 11. Only four decades of accurate scaling behavior are seen here versus the 5.5 decades indicated by the structure tensor
simulation in Fig. 11.

APPENDIX A: DEFINITION AND RELEVANT and be compactly supported provided that (Ff)(k) has
these properties and is 0 in the neighborhood of 0.PROPERTIES OF THE MEYER WAVELET

As we demonstrate, the spectrum of the Meyer wavelet
This appendix describes the structure and properties of (Ff) has the desired properties. The spectrum (Ff) of

the wavelet f as related to the implementation of the the Meyer wavelet f is given by
Fourier–wavelet method. As discussed in Section 2.2, the
structure and properties are best described in terms of the

(Ff)(k) 5 (2f)21/2 sgn(k)eifkb(uku), (A.2)Fourier transform of the wavelet (Ff). Accordingly, we
give the required properties of (Ff), define the Fourier
transform of the Meyer wavelet, and discuss a heuristic where
for optimizing this wavelet for our purposes.

Our desire in choosing f is to make the kernels fm(x)
as easy to compute as possible. More specifically we would
like the spectrum of the kernels, sgn(k) 55

21, k , 0,

0, k 5 0,

11, k . 0,(F fm)(k) 5 22m/2E1/2(22mk)(Ff)(k), (A.1)

to have p derivatives and to be compactly supported. To- and b(k) is a p-times differentiable function with values
gether, these two properties assure that fm(x) is an analytic in [0, 1] and support in [Ad, Fd]. As noted earlier, because
function that decays like Auxu2p for some A . 0 as described b(k) limits the portion of E1/2 that appears in (F fm)(k),
in (2.13). The analyticity of the function fm(x) ensures that b(k) is called a window function. The window function
the interpolation error (2.28) is small, and the rapid decay b(k) has the formula
ensures fast convergence of the truncated representation
(2.14) and a small error due to aliasing (2.25). Generalizing

b(k) 5 s(n(e(k))) (A.3)from the case of a power law spectrum, we assume that
E(k) is smooth except for possible algebraic divergences
at 0 and at y. Therefore, (F fm)(k) will have p derivatives where
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strongly on the derivatives of b(k); therefore, we try to
s(k) 5 sin Sf

2
kD (A.4) choose n(k) to limit the magnitude of the derivatives of

b(k). In the belief that the largest derivative of n(k) will
make the greatest contribution to the overall derivative ofand
b(k), we seek a n(k) which will minimize the value of the
highest order derivative.

We now pursue the function n(k) with the smallest possi-
ble pth derivative so that we can use it to construct (Ff).

e(k) 5 5
0, uku , Ad,

3(uku 2 Ad), Ad # uku , Sd,

1 1 Ds(Sd 2 uku), Sd # uku , Fd,

0, uku $ Fd.

(A.5) As stated in [17], every p-differentiable function np(k) satis-
fying the conditions in (A.6) also satisfies the inequality

uDp
1np(k)u $ 4p21(p 2 1)! (A.8)

The function n, which is described below, is a p-times
differentiable transition function that assures that b(k) is for all 0 , k , 1, where D1 is the derivative from the

right. One function, the integral of the pth order perfectp-times differentiable while the function e assures that
b(k) has the correct support. B-spline,

Formulas (A.3), (A.4), and (A.5) do not determine an
exact form for (Ff) because the choice of the function

np(k) 5 (21)p 4p21

p S(k 2 y0)p
1 1 (k 2 yp)p

1

(A.9)
n(?) is somewhat arbitrary (see [16]). The only requirement
is that n(?) have p classical derivatives and satisfy the condi-
tions

1 2 Op21

r51
(21)r(k 2 yr)p

1D
n(x) 5 H0, x # 0,

1, x $ 1; with

n9(x) $ 0,
(A.6)

yr 5
1
2 Scos Sp 2 r

p
fD1 1D1 5 n(x) 1 n(1 2 x).

One possible choice for n which satisfies the conditions in and
(A.6) is the example given by Daubechies [16]

k1 5 H0, k # 0,

k, k . 0,
nD(x)

55
0, x # 0,

x4(35 2 84x 1 70x2 2 20x3), 0 , x , 1,

1, x $ 1,

(A.7) actually achieves this lower bound (see [17, p. 137]). This
family of functions satisfies our strategy for minimizing
the derivatives of (F fm) for all p. Therefore, we use it in
implementing the spectrum of the Meyer wavelet (Ff).which has four classical derivatives. Given that E1/2(k) is

smooth away from the origin, the four derivatives of nD(x)
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